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About This Game

This game is strange, vast, complex, familiar, and when added up, unlike any other RPG you've ever played before.
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Title: Wooden Ocean
Genre: Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Leif Ian Anderson
Publisher:
Self
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Greater

Processor: Intel Core 2 1.06Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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wooden ocean liner models. wooden boat in ocean. wooden ocean boats. wooden bridge in ocean. wooden bridge ocean. ocean
spray wooden box. wood ocean table. wooden stick star ocean 5. ocean view wooden swing set. ocean wooden letters. wooden
great ocean road sign. wooden ocean wall art. indian ocean wooden furniture. wooden ocean art. ocean city wooden signs.
wooden ocean animals. everearth ocean wooden book. wooden ocean grove. wooden sailboat ocean. ocean art wooden fish.
ocean wooden sunglasses. wooden sea birds. ocean motion wooden kit. the wooden ocean game. wooden signs ocean city md.
wooden ocean kayak. wooden ocean. wooden model ocean liners. omega planet ocean wooden box. ocean wave wooden sign.
wooden playground ocean city nj. wooden ocean scene. wooden ocean signs. red ocean wooden hearts. wooden boat forum
ocean pointer. red ocean wooden plaques. wooden ocean crafts

10 out of 10 game. One of the best Visual Novels I have ever read. Also Mariya is best girl without a doubt.. I remember the
war.. Enigmatis 3: The Shadow of Karkhala is Artifex Mundi at their best. Great puzzles, great artwork, and a greater sense of
suspense than most of their other games. The game's performance takes a hit during the post-game bonus adventure, though..
Not bad. But the difficulty of the game is very difficult!. Good strategy game. :). I have 20 minutes on record for this game, yet
it tok about 10 minutes to actually finish the entire game. Half of that very time I was taking a few ''pretty'' screenshots. This
whole game is just a fraud. There is no Achievements aswell as Steam Trading Cards. Everything about this game just seems so
fishy. Like it was made just for people who would wanted to take a few ''lovely'' images and nothing more. Priced at 7.99 Euros.
I'd say grab it on sale for 99 cents or less if you have the opportunity to do so, but you shouldn't get your hopes up to high.
Unless you want to support a quick asset trash made from Eternity Studios.
It says you need 50 MB available space on your hardware but it's really a 7.3 GB install.
As much as it gives me headaches walking trough this simulation game it's unoptimized in so many ways. I tryed to lower the
graphic settings of the game but it was still lagging.
. In game it's a good ball-by-ball simulation.
Outside the game it's pretty much the same as it's been for 20 years.

The developer doesn't really expand the gameplay - they add different national competitions to the game which (I expect)
expands their market reach and means they sell more copies of what is essentially the same game it's been for 20 years.
I get that. But that's pretty much all there is. If you are anything like me then playing in one of these expanded markets adds
nothing what-so-ever to my gameplay experience.

And that's the problem.

These new markets pretty much ARE the only reason to get the new version of the game. That's what they've added, that and
updated rosters which really should be in an in game editor by now.

So - If you are interested in Pakistan domestic league you can now play it. It plays exactly the same as every other league - but
the players names are correct and the logos are close (though not correct) and the rules of the league are quite accurate (though
pretty much trhe same as - say - the UK league in this case)

Stats are still bafflingly under represented. They throw a bone every year or so with "now with another tiny teeny aspect of the
full stats the game creates exposed to you - the player"

The stat presentation is seriously underwhelming and I can't understand why that is.
Someone with a week-long experience of any DBMS or even a free spreadsheet would be able to collate and present better and
fuller stats than this game does.
The biggest issue though is double barelled and about the game world.

Firstly there is very little metagame.
Gameplay plays like this...

Pick the team - play the game
Pick the team - play the game
Pick the team - play the game
... alter the rather underwhelming training options - then
Pick the team - play the game
Pick the team - play the game
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Pick the team - play the game...

Continue about 40x

Season over.

CONTRACTS (the one small aspect of metagame the series has)
Wait for next season
Start again

The contracts are neither accurate nor work very well. There is still no way of knowing whether an overseas player is available
for the season. You do know if they have IPL comittments, but that's it.
I frequently have both players (the main overseas and the "reserve") picked by their national side if they are playing remotely
well for me. Including, frustratingly, frequently players who have never played the form of international cricket they are being
picked for before.

After a few years I stop getting overseas players, good ones cost a lot and having both plucked for international duty and the
game not allowing me to get another mid-season (something incredibly common IRL) can be a waste of 10% of my total budget
better spent on training younger players or buying solid domestic talent.

T20 run rates are not very reflective of the real thing. Players new to the crease do not hit sixes (they sometimes edge a six over
third man however).

Pinch hitters work too infrequently. It's easy to stifle the opposition - the game is fair in this respect - The AI teams rarely bat
with power and flair and neither can you. Keeping them under 6.5 runs an over is pretty easy I can win T20 games batting first
and posting scores under 130. More often than not even on perfect pitches with fast outfields it's way to easy to stop the AI
scoring.

No personality. - in 1998 the game had more training options and a placeholder for users to add photos (as official photos are
not allowed - that's fine - but they took away the option of user photos the old 60x70 BMP files that worked)

No metagame - reduced training options and photos removed and a clunky UI that looks designed for mobile gaming with big
clunky buttons (meant for fingers not mouse pointers I'd guess)

I have bought every single version of this game since it came out as it is the best.

But it shouldn't be.

IRL Cricket is financially and exposure wise a much bigger game than it was 20 years ago thanks to IPL T20 and worldwide TV
exposure. Yet..

I still see all the missed opportunities and the removal of some depth and personality options over the years, the game has added
a few more stats (Why just a few? Why not just expose all the stats the game creates)

3D graphics? so bad and clunky I play with them turned off and tweaked simulation which is a little better than it was 20 years
ago - but not 20 years better. Come on no way is it 17 iterations of a full priced game better.

Again the best ball by ball cricket sim there is. The best cricket sim there is.

Given the long standing short-comings of the game - in 2017 - that's a pretty shocking state of affairs.
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Lovely game, awesome art but way to long dialogues + mouse click spam.
There are multiple ends but not enough & none of them which to save someone you want...
Also, not really my kind of game at the start but i became more curious and had to finish it.
It's a beautiful game but i think it would had more succes if there was action in it and actually can play the characters with more
decisions. Because in ~70% of the story you cant decide much what to do, dialogue is really predictable, is more like just read &
click. Maybe the writters should check fanfic to avoid this kind of old gimmick cartoons dialogue.
I wanted it to be more player oriented. Hope to see some dlc in future where can have other ends and get the story of C, fixes &
if it will ever get on sale i want the CE and a amazing art with characters.
If you like reading & investigation i recommend it but don't expect anything wow or fancy.. nive VN :)
. I've had it for a couple months now and haven't used it once it's great
. AMAZING GAME, bit short tho, is there gonan be dlc? love it XD Kappa. sumail video. Well this is just lovely. It's got a real
quirky sense of wonder to it with the trippy visuals and medatitive soundscapes.
Thoroughly enjoyed the graceful dance around my space.

Make sure to tape down your cables and be aware of your cable as this encouraging spinning on the spot a lot more than
anything else I've played

3.2.5 Hotfix:
2/22/2019
v3.2.5 Hotfix

New Features:
Put save script back in. (WARNING: Save only in the top slot.
A one slot autosave system may be introduced in order to fix
the save crashing)

Misc:
Removed battle camera for improved stability. (if battles
still crash 1% of the time while loading up, let me know). 3.2.9 Balancing:
3/3/2019
2.3.9 Balancing

New Features:
Evasion now affects chance to be targetted. (the higher the
evasion, the lower the chance)

Balancing:
Drastically weakened enemy stats on tech levels 1-19. (normal
mode should now be as easy as a normal rpg)
Slightly weakened enemy stats on tech levels 20-35.
Verticle enemy melee is now +75% attack instead of +100%.
Horizontal enemy melee is now +35% attack instead of +50%.
All normal sized party members got +30% evasion. (now 50)
All normal sized party members got +8% magic evasion. (now 10)
Guarding now grants +25% spirit.
Guarding now completely removes evasion and magic evasion.
All prepare spells now cost 50 stamina.. 3.3 Lost Hunters:
3/18/2019
v3.3 Lost Hunters

New Features:
Brought back original battle backgrounds. (they're
more stable than before, but still need more testing)
Added 5 more hunting contracts for Hunter's Guild.
Finished monster quest in Lampless.
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Added Black Market for Lampless. (no features yet)
Small ghost bar added to Island of Sand. (will
feature a quest or two in the future)
Town economy now affects town happiness.
Store level now affects town happiness.
Zero happiness now increases crime by town's total
population.
Town happiness is now divided by total population.
+10% to all stats for a certain character after
chapter 5. (there is no notifcation for this atm)

Balancing:
Lowered starting population requirement by 90%. (this
only applies to new playthroughs)
Lowered population growth rate by 66%.
Medium pace mining penalty increased from 1 to 2.
Fast paced mining penalty increased from 2 to 5.
Slightly weakened enemy breath attacks.
Slightly lowered spirit on all fates.
Counter now grants an additional +10% evasion.
Remorse now also grants +25% damage reduction.
Increased taunting on Remorse from 200% to 300%.
Increased cooldown of Spear Fortress from 12 to 16.
Doubled Apathy's side effects.
Increased strength of Carbon walls by 1 tier.
Reduced mana cost of Chemo from 10 to 4.
Reduced mana cost of Mass Chemo from 120 to 20.

Misc:
Map is now zoomed out.
Fixed Divine Underground savepoint.
Fixed Blueheart savepoint.. 3.0.1 Hotfix:
6/5/2018
v3.0.1 Hotfix

Balancing:
Fortress is now 2 turns.
Fortress cooldown increased from 8 to 12.
Fortress Defense reduced from +100% to +50%.
Fortress now gives 25% negative status resistance.
Doubled Activation Speed of Fortress, Taunt, and Defend.
Tripled Activation Speed of Remorse and Spear Wall.
Halved base mana cost to staff mana skills.
Percentage mana cost added to staff mana skills.
Lowered Dead Mana from +75% to +50%.

Misc:
Fixed bug involving Bank interest.
Fixed bug in Poetry of Bronze XVII.
Fixed pathing bug in Poetry of Blood XII.. 3.3.4 Hotfix:
New Features:
Side Step added to most party members.
Roll added to most party members.

Balancing:
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Guard now grants 25% gravity resistance.
Defend now grants 30% gravity resistance.

Misc:
Fixed Temple of Hate.. 3.2.6 Stability and Balancing:
2/23/2019
v3.2.6 Stability and Balancing

New Features:
New save system is now in. (this gets rid of the save crashing.
Slot is chosen at start of game. Old saves will automatically save
onto the first slot. System is still being worked on, so it can be
strange on loading in. Just leave an area and come back to fix things.
If stuck, use the Early Access key item to teleport back to the start
of the game)
Battle Camera is back. (This script was not the source of the random
crashing before battles. Still investigating what is. Might have
something to do with player movement. 3d dungeons still randomly crash
before and after battle. If not resolved soon, 3d dungeons will lose
their 3d)

Balancing:
Lowered enemy attack and magic on tech levels below 60. (Change
is 1% to 25%. The lower the level, the more the reduction)
All party members, except Golem and Ghost Ship, got +10% evasion.
Significantly weakened Spider and Cursed Plant.
Slightly weakened other chapter 1 enemies.
Slightly increased exp gained in later levels.
Slightly increased odds of running from battle.
Family Ring now gives +1 to multiple stats.

Misc:
Added more town info to billboard in Ghost Town.. 3.1.5 Performance and Testing:
11/4/2018
v3.1.5 Performance and Testing

New Features:
18 new dungeons added throughout the game. (these
dungeons are 3D and currently unstable, so save
before continuing too far into them. Also, both
their variations and unique rewards are missing,
so expect them to look alike for now. Looking for
feedback on their lag, stability, and size per map)

Balancing:
Enemies are now 20% less fearful.

Misc:
Removed a frame rate script. (expect more lag on
slower computers, less lag on faster computers,
and more stability on both)
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